


Symmetries of Time
Past, Present, and Future



Time Reversal, T
The Road to Axions



Few aspects of experience are as striking as the 
asymmetry between past and future. 

If you run a movie of everyday life backwards, it 
does not look like everyday life.





Yet time-reversal symmetry (T) was a notable 
property of the fundamental laws of physics for 
several centuries, starting with Newtonian 
mechanics, and continuing through general 
relativity and quantum electrodynamics. 



Why?



As long as T symmetry appeared to be an exact, 
fundamental feature of physical law, it was unclear 
that asking “Why?” would be fruitful.   

T symmetry might be rock bottom.



In 1964, James Cronin and Val Fitch discovered a 
subtle effect in K meson decays that slightly 
violates T symmetry.  

⇒ T symmetry is not rock bottom. 

It’s not even quite true - just very nearly so.



Why?



We’ve almost nailed it.



The basic, sacred* principles of modern physics - 
relativity + quantum mechanics + local symmetry - 
are very powerful. 

There are exactly two possible sources of T 
symmetry violation, that are consistent with those 
principles. 

One of them beautifully explains what Cronin and 
Fitch observed, and a lot more.  

The other doesn’t happen.  



Why?



Over the past 40+ years, there have been several 
attempts to explain it, but only one has stood the 
test of time.



We promote the unwanted term to a dynamical 
entity - a “field”, which evolves to zero.   

The new field is made of a new kind of particle. 

I named it the axion, in homage to a laundry 
detergent:





Do axions exist?   

We still don’t know for sure - but in recent years the 
stakes have risen dramatically.    



We can calculate that axions get produced in the 
big bang, and survive to this day. 

The relic axion gas has properties consistent with 
the observed properties of the astronomers’ “dark 
matter”.    



Dark matter halo 





Bottom line, after a lengthy analysis:  

If axions exist at all, they must contribute 
significantly to the dark matter.           

Coincidence?  I think not.   

Plausibly, they dominate it. 



Several clever strategies for axion detection have 
emerged.   

It’s won’t be easy, but many determined people are 
at work … 







abracadabra white paper







keeping the past and the future in balance



Time Translation, 𝛕
The Road to Time Crystals



Time translation symmetry may be the most 
fundamental symmetry of all. 

Strangely enough, it doesn’t seem to have a < 7 
syllable name.  I will call it 𝛕.  

𝛕 is the principle, which instructs us that we can 
discover eternal laws. 

𝛕 is connected, through Noether’s theorem, to the 
conservation of energy.



Spontaneous breaking of spatial translation symmetry 
is commonplace.   Indeed, most common materials 
“like” to form crystals at low temperatures. 

Physicists are accustomed to making analogies and 
connections between space and time.   

Thus, it seems natural to ask whether there are states 
of matter corresponding to time crystals.   



……

x ➝ 

Ordinary (space) crystal: Atoms

……

t ➝ 

Time crystal: Events



A beating heart is a sort of time crystal, but  

it is not very precise 

it requires feeding and maintenance 

it is complicated  



Q: Can 𝛕 be broken spontaneously ?   

This turns out to be a subtle question, which has 
recently borne fruit.  

A: Yes.



science alert



Nature, 
9 March 2017





Big picture: 

The study of 𝛕 breaking is revealing shortcomings in 

the hitherto conventional view of “equilibrium”, notably 
including the emergence of robust, self-organized 

quantum structures in noisy, randomized systems.  



rapid commercialization!



Temi
Mixing Past and Future



We generally regard the equations of physics as 
a recipe for evolving states:
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The evolution is given by a unitary operator. 

Formally, we can invert this relation, to infer the past from the 
future. 

How about a mixed formulation - giving emergent future a 
chance, treating past and future more symmetrically?



Given 𝜶, 𝜹 - to determine 𝜷, 𝜸 : 
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This gives a unique solution so long as 
Det D ≠ 0.   

Since Det D = 0 requires two real numbers 
to vanish, generically  Det D ≠ 0 , and even 
Det D(t) ≠ 0.  



This line of thought can guide us through 
interesting adventures: 

Time-symmetric big bang cosmology 

Warring thermodynamic arrows 

“Free will” and paradoxes of causal loops



A Final Prediction
Challenging the Second Law of Thermodynamics



As time goes forward, our ideas about time will 
get clearer.







“normal” 
equilibration



interaction ⇒ desire to synchronize

disorder ⇒ ability to synchronize (diversity of “leaders”)

structured equilibrium



Mechanical Time 
Crystals

Spin Chains - Ring Molecules? - Molecular 
Machines??
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With sj = rj - rj-1 , this can serve as an 
unconventional*,**,***, “hyperminimal” model of ring 

molecule dynamics.

Generically, there is motion in the ground state - an emergent 
precession.

**This sort of dynamics arises in the context of the Hall 
effect, or for particle-in solenoid.

***In the present context - Berry phases. 

*Non-commutative geometry!



Triangle (1, 1, -1)



(1, .8, 1, .8, 1, .8, 1, .8, 1, .8, 1, .8, 1, .8)



(1, .8, 1, .8, 1, .8, .8, 1, .8, 1, .8, 1, .8)



Very interesting things happen when we add 
“volume” interactions ∝ sj ⋅ (sj+1 x sj+2)



Uniform volume interaction



Volume interaction at end


